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Life and career[ edit ] Childhood and adolescence: Boehmer was killed in a riding accident while stationed on
Jersey in April , leaving his widow to raise the children alone on a meagre income. Their marriage was
childless, but Nathaniel had a son, Frederick, from a previous marriage. Frederick had been sent to
Switzerland for his education. Since Mary Ann was virtually penniless and her sister Margaret was wealthy
but childless, they arranged that Clara should be raised by her aunt and uncle. She and Frederick soon
developed a romantic relationship and were married in April Their second child, Louis Montant â€” , was
born in the U. It was here that her third and final child, Agatha, was born. As a result, her parents were
responsible for teaching her to read and write and to master basic arithmetic, a subject she particularly
enjoyed. They also taught her music, and she learned to play both the piano and the mandolin. However,
thanks to her own curiosity, Agatha taught herself to read much earlier. When a little older, she moved on to
reading the surreal verse of Edward Lear and Lewis Carroll. His death in November , aged 55, left the family
in an uncertain economic situation. Clara and Agatha continued to live together in their Torquay home, Madge
had moved to Abney Hall in Cheadle, Cheshire, with her new husband, and Monty had joined the army and
been sent to South Africa to fight in the Boer War. They decided to spend time together in the warmer climate
of Cairo, then a regular tourist destination for wealthy Britons; they stayed for three months at the Gezirah
Palace Hotel. Christie attended many social functions in search of a husband. She visited ancient Egyptian
monuments such as the Great Pyramid of Giza , but did not exhibit the great interest in archaeology and
Egyptology that became prominent in her later years. She also helped put on a play called The BlueBeard of
Unhappiness with female friends. Her writing extended to both poetry and music. Some early works saw
publication, but she decided against focusing on writing or music as future professions. This was about 6,
words on the topic of "madness and dreams", a subject of fascination for her. Biographer Janet Morgan
commented that, despite "infelicities of style", the story was nevertheless "compelling". Magazines rejected all
her early submissions, made under pseudonyms, although some were revised and published later, often with
new titles. She was perturbed when the various publishers she contacted all declined. She then met Archibald
Christie â€” [20] at a dance given by Lord and Lady Clifford at Ugbrooke , about 12 miles 19 kilometres from
Torquay. Archie was born in India, the son of a judge in the Indian Civil Service. He was an army officer who
was seconded to the Royal Flying Corps in April The couple quickly fell in love. Upon learning that he would
be stationed in Farnborough , Archie proposed marriage, and Agatha accepted. They married on the afternoon
of Christmas Eve at Emmanuel Church, Clifton, Bristol , which was close to the home of his parents, while
Archie was on home leave. Agatha involved herself in the war effort. After joining the Voluntary Aid
Detachment in , she attended to wounded soldiers at a hospital in Torquay as an unpaid nurse. She wrote her
own detective novel, The Mysterious Affair at Styles , featuring Hercule Poirot , a former Belgian police
officer noted for his twirly large "magnificent moustaches" and egg-shaped head. Poirot had taken refuge in
Britain after Germany invaded Belgium. After keeping the submission for several months, John Lane at The
Bodley Head offered to accept it, provided that Christie change the ending. She did so, and signed a contract
which she later felt was exploitative. A third novel again featured Poirot, Murder on the Links , as did short
stories commissioned by Bruce Ingram, editor of The Sketch magazine. He had fallen in love with Nancy
Neele, who had been a friend of Major Belcher , director of the British Empire Mission, on the promotional
tour a few years earlier. On 3 December , the Christies quarrelled, and Archie left their house, which they
named Styles, [25] in Sunningdale , Berkshire, to spend the weekend with his mistress in Godalming , Surrey.
That same evening, around 9: Her car, a Morris Cowley , was later found at Newlands Corner , perched above
a chalk quarry, with an expired driving licence and clothes. Over a thousand police officers, 15, volunteers,
and several aeroplanes scoured the rural landscape. Sayers visited the house in Surrey, later using the scenario
in her book Unnatural Death. Despite the extensive manhunt, she was not found for 10 days. Her biographer
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Laura Thompson suggested that Christie let this out[ clarification needed ] in the six novels that she wrote
between and under the nom de plume Mary Westmacott, in a style quite different from her regular detective
stories. Public reaction at the time was largely negative, supposing a publicity stunt or an attempt to frame her
husband for murder. An American reporter, played by Dustin Hoffman , follows her closely and stops the
plan. Agatha retained custody of their daughter Rosalind and the Christie name for her writing. During their
marriage, she published six novels, a collection of short stories, and a number of short stories in magazines.
Late in this trip, in , she met a young archaeologist 13 years her junior, [36] Max Mallowan , whom she
married in September She often accompanied Mallowan on his archaeological expeditions, and her travels
with him contributed background to several of her novels set in the Middle East. Christie often stayed at
Abney Hall , Cheshire, owned by her brother-in-law, James Watts, basing at least two stories there: The
descriptions of the fictional Chimneys, Stoneygates, and other houses in her stories are mostly Abney in
various forms. So accurate was her description of thallium poisoning that on at least one occasion it helped
solve a case that was baffling doctors. Both properties are now marked by blue plaques. In , she and Max
Mallowan purchased Winterbrook House in Winterbrook , a hamlet adjoining the small market town of
Wallingford , then within the bounds of Cholsey and in Berkshire. This house, too, bears a blue plaque.
Christie led a quiet life despite being known in the town of Wallingford, [1] where she was for many years
President of the local amateur dramatic society. The simple funeral service was attended by about 20
newspaper and TV reporters, some having travelled from as far away as South America. Her husband, Max,
died in , aged 74, after having remarried in He was interred next to Agatha Christie. In February , some years
after a management buyout , Chorion found itself in financial difficulties, and began to sell off its literary
assets on the market. Subsequent productions have included The Witness for the Prosecution [68] but plans to
televise Ordeal by Innocence at Christmas were delayed due to controversy surrounding one of the cast
members.
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He was called to the Irish Bar in Political career [ edit ] Upington emigrated to the Cape Colony in , due to his
fragile health, from which he suffered throughout his life. He was elected to the Cape Legislature in and stood
for several constituencies in turn; Colesberg â€”83 , Caledon â€”91 , and Swellendam â€” During this time, he
was active in the war on the Northern border, although in a civil capacity he did not hold any military
command. It had only 30 members and fought against the Gcalekas and Gaikas in the Transkei. Upington,
while differing from Sprigg on many points, was not immune to such issues. The " Koegas affair " â€”80
involved the murder of San people Bushmen by farmers, near the northern frontier. In the subsequent murder
trial, the farmers were acquitted, and the resulting outrage focused on Upington, as Attorney General. The
culmination of the outrage was a public campaign, led by Saul Solomon , accusing Upington and his
colleagues of allowing white juries to acquit white murderers from murdering blacks. He was appointed to
form a government by the powerful Afrikaner Bond, but held office for only two turbulent and strife-torn
years, in what subsequently became known as the "Warming-pan" Ministry. Goshen, even smaller, is located
to its north-east. The issue placed Upington in a near impossible position as he owed his parliamentary support
to the Afrikaner Bond which was strongly sympathetic of the Boer states, while the British Imperial
authorities demanded his action. In response, he travelled to Bechuanaland with John Gordon Sprigg
accompanying him as his Treasurer General "in the endeavour to effect a peaceful arrangement". The
sympathy which he at times expressed for the Boers in this controversy helped to maintain his parliamentary
support, but made him very controversial in the eyes of the Imperial authorities and the Cape political elite.
Even in less hostile circles, he was nonetheless known as "the Afrikaner from Cork". Domestic policies[ edit ]
Regarding internal development of the country, Upington attempted to continue the highly successful
locally-oriented economic policies of his predecessors Molteno and Scanlen. Some of his policies such as
reintroducing the infamous Contagious Diseases Acts also brought him into conflict with the powerful liberal
lobby, represented by Saul Solomon , which saw them as discriminatory against the black citizens and voters
of the Cape. Attacked from all sides, his position rapidly became untenable. After coming under a fresh wave
of attack over his Basutoland policy, he resigned "due to ill-health" in , and handed over to his pro-imperialist
ally John Gordon Sprigg. He was famously eloquent and witty, and was often compared to his liberal enemy
John X. Merriman â€” another distinctively thin politician at the time with a similarly ornate and witty style of
speech. Though the two men opposed each other on nearly every point, they had very similar rapid-fire and
flowery debating styles, that made their frequent arguments very entertaining to observe in parliament. The
Pall Mall Gazette, in , described Upington as: The clubland of Capetown looks to him as its humorous and
sententious oracle: His robustest friends, however, expect him to survive to crack jokes on their epitaphs.
Beauclerk, Arthur, Edith, Florence and Evelyn. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Thomas Upington.
Archived from the original on 21 October Retrieved 20 October Justice in South Africa. University of
California Press.
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